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Other organic 100% juice shots 
require refrigeration.

                        
                     

Other shelf-stable immunity 
supplements are processed, powdered 
or contain additives and preservatives.

Consumers are forced to prioritize between their 
health and convenience; when in fact they want 

both.
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Global functional shots market worth

In terms of revenue, the global functional 
shots market stood at

US$ 369.3mm

in 2019 

and is anticipated to reach 

US$ 1.009Bn 

by 2027

expanding at a 

CAGR of 13.4% during 

the forecast period



The International Food Information Council shows that 

despite the importance of familiarity, 7 in 10 consumers 

would be willing to give up a familiar favorite product for 

one that did not contain artificial ingredients.

At the same time, the easy access to near-

infinite information is making consumers 

increasingly aware of their nutritional 

needs.

Studies have shown that 

convenience will always 

drive consumer desires 

and purchases.



“The spread of COVID-19 has acted as a game-changing 
phenomenon for the functional shot industry.  A large number 
of consumers have been seeking immunity-boosting products 

amid the ongoing coronavirus pandemic.”

Grand View 
Research



“The increase in health consciousness, coupled with busy on-
the-go lifestyles, has fueled innovation around smart, nutrient-
rich solutions. Tapping into this trend, health-promoting juice 
shots provide a quick, natural boost of nutrition in small to-go 

bottles. Ginger is by far the leading ingredient in juice shot 
innovation. Dubbed a ‘wonder plant’, ginger has found its way 

into the diets of health-conscious individuals around the 
world.”

Julia Büch
Food and Drink 

Analyst
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Charliegirl

Reviewed in United States on October 22, 2019

We’re obsessed with GingeRx in our house! It’s
sweet on the front and spicy on the back. I was
surprised at how much kick it gives, but I love it and
it definitely gives me a “pick me up” when needed.
We also like to take a shot or two per day when our
kids come down with a cold. I’m no doctor or
scientist, just a mom who’s magically avoided
getting sick several times while boosting my
immune system with GingeRx.
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Chelsie Fell
Verified Purchase

I am addicted to this GingeRx! The cayenne 

pepper gives it just a little kick. I love that it is 

organic too! Very refreshing, gives me a natural 

energy boost for the day. I also love that I can 

just leave it in my car and use it later too! 

Always keep one on hand. Love this!

Reviewed in United States on November 3, 2020
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Great taste and super convenient

Peggy Moore

Reviewed in United States on November 16, 2019

Love this ginger product – does not

need to be refrigerated so I can take

along in my purse. Super fresh,

delicious flavor. Will buy it again.



“Each Retail Buyer Relationship 

We Have Attained,

We Have Maintained”

Launched one sku with two facings 
into 247 Meijer stores through  

national VMS planogram.

Included in Walgreens Localization 
program with store introductions 

throughout the Midwest.

All three skus placed locally into 
Whole Foods Market.

KeHE Distribution authorized all 
three skus into 30+ top 
independent retailers.



Joseph Leitz
Sales Consultant

30+ years 
involvement in the 

organic beverage market 
as former VP of sales at 

Lakewood Juices.

Stacy Orosz
Founder & CEO

15+ years 
experience in the natural 

foods and beverages 
industry as former CEO 

of Extract Juice Bar.

Michael Davis
Commander of Commerce

20+ years 
knowledge in sales and 

marketing as former 
business development 

manager at Squeezed, LLC.
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